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Counterintuitively, experiments show that an electromagnetically levitated particle escapes from 
its trap when the ambient pressure is reduced below a certain level even if the particle’s motion 
is cooled by a resonator-based or feedback-based mechanism. Here, we theoretically show that 
the ambient pressure must be kept well above a critical value arising from gradient force 
fluctuations (viz., fluctuations in part of the EM force whose Hamiltonian is quadratic in the 
position of the particle). Also, we consider other force fluctuations, and determine whether 
different realizations of feedback cooling are able to reach the ground state. In some realizations, 
the cooling rate must be kept well below a critical value arising from measurement-induced 
gradient force fluctuations. 
 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Although slow response of mechanical oscillators hinders the application of 
optomechanical phenomena [1], optomechanics offers unique opportunities in the quantum 
regime [2-4], which necessitate cooling the mechanical oscillators to near their ground state 
[5,6]. Usually, the mechanical mode to be cooled is a standing or travelling wave [5-7] within a 
material body whose center of mass is motionless. Recently, each component of the center-of-
mass motion of an electromagnetically levitated particle around its trapping point has been 
proposed as an ideal mechanical oscillator [8-16] on the grounds that its damping rate can be 
made arbitrarily small simply by reducing the ambient pressure. However, due to a phenomenon, 
described as ‘known yet unexplained’ in [9], the particle escapes from the trap at small enough 
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ambient pressures, whether its motion is cooled by means of a resonator [8-11] or feedback [12-
16]. 
We analyze all possible realizations of feedback cooling proposed in the literature [12-
16], and determine whether they are able to enter the quantum regime. Quantum fluctuations in 
the laser power ( )LP  used to trap the particle (and illuminate it for photodetection) lead to 
fluctuations in the gradient force, radiation pressure, and recoil force. We show that the particle 
escapes from the trap if the ambient pressure is not kept well above a critical value arising from 
the gradient force fluctuations. Our derived critical value is relevant in any other system 
employing an electromagnetically levitated particle, e.g. the resonator-based systems proposed in 
[8-11]. Quantum fluctuations in LP  also lead to the measurement noise, and therefore to 
measurement-induced force fluctuations. We show that the particle escapes from the trap in some 
realizations of feedback cooling if the cooling rate is not kept well below a critical value arising 
from measurement-induced gradient force fluctuations. 
II. THERMAL MOTION 
We consider a small dielectric particle of mass M levitated by the optical gradient force 
around the focal point of a lens whose axis is defined as the z axis. The position (or position 
operator) of the particle center with respect to the focal point of the lens is denoted by 
1 2 3( , , ).r x x x  The gas molecules surrounding the particle exert a damping force M r   on the 
particle, where the intrinsic damping rate ( )  is proportional to the ambient pressure (Pam) (See 
[17] and Appendix C). As a manifestation of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the gas 
molecules also exert a random force thf
  on the particle, where the spectral density of ,th if  is 
proportional to   [18,19]. Ignoring any laser power fluctuations, the variance of ix  [20] can be 
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written as ,(2 1) / (2 ),th i in M   where the oscillation frequency i  is determined by the optical 
trapping force, and the mean phonon number ,th in  reads / ( )B ik T   for .B ik T   The 
temperature T is an effective temperature between the ambient temperature and the surface 
temperature (Ts) of the particle (see [21] and Appendix C). It is noteworthy that the 
photophoretic force, which is a result of temperature gradient over the particle surface [22,23], is 
negligible. 
III. EM FORCE FLUCTUATIONS 
The classical EM force exerted on the particle can be written as the sum of the gradient 
force g  and radiation pressure 3zˆ  (see [24] and Appendix A). Around the focal point of the 
lens, ig  acts as a spring force ,i iK x  allowing us to define a mechanical mode with the 
oscillation frequency / .i iK M   We write iK  as ,i LA P  where LP  denotes the power carried 
by the trapping beam, and iA  is a coefficient given in Appendix A. Also, we write 3,  which is 
almost insensitive to ,r  as ,LBP  where B  is a coefficient given in Appendix A. 
We now consider fluctuations L LP P  in the laser power, where LP  now denotes the 
operator corresponding to the optical power carried by the trapping beam. Assuming that the 
fluctuations L LP P  are solely due to inherent uncertainty in the emission of photons by the 
laser, the spectral density of LP  is the constant function 0( ) .LP LS P    
Insofar as the gradient force is concerned, the presence of the particle slightly changes the 
EM energy stored around the focal point of the lens, but does not change the number of the 
photons passing through the focal plane of the lens, hence the Hamiltonian 2 / 2g i L iiH A P x  
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commutes with .LP  The Hamiltonian is quadratic in ix  because it has been written around the 
point where the gradient force vanishes. 
We cannot infer from 3 LBP   that the operator corresponding to 3  reads .LBP  In fact, 
radiation pressure comes from the initial linear momentum of the photons interacting with (viz., 
absorbed or scattered by) the particle, and its Hamiltonian does not commute with .LP  The 
spectral density of 3  can be written as 2 ( ),LPB S   where ,B  which we derive in Appendix B, 
is not equal to .B  It should be noted that if the laser power fluctuations were mainly due to 
fluctuations in the electric current applied to the laser [viz., if ( ),
LP
S   apart from a coefficient, 
was equal to the spectral density of the electric current applied to the laser], B  would be equal 
to .B  We will return to this point when we discuss feedback cooling. 
The final linear momentum of the photons scattered by the particle begets a recoil force 
,  which is almost insensitive to .r  Unlike ig  and 3,  the expectation value of i  is zero. The 
spectral density of i  can be written as 2 0 ,i LC P  where iC  is given in Appendix B. 
To find the mean phonon numbers, we use the master equation [25-27]. By applying 
Fermi’s golden rule [together with the assumption that the particle’s motion does not 
significantly change ( )]
LP
S   to the master equation, we can write the following equation for the 
phonon number ( ) :in t  
, , 2 , , 1 , , , ,, , , , , , , ,
, , , , 1 , 2, , , , , , , ,
( 1) ( ) ( )( 1) [( 1) ]
( 2)( 1) ( 1) [( 1) ]( 1) ( 1)( 2) ,
i m i m th i i m th i i m th i i mg i r i r i r i
i m i m th i i m i mg i g i r i g i
P m m P n mP n m P n mP
m m P m mP n m P m m P
    
    
             
            

            (1) 
where , ( )i mP t  is the probability that in  at t equals m. The rate , / ,g i   comes from ,ig  and reads 
2( 2 ) / (4 ) ,K i iiS M   while , / ,r i   comes from ,i i   and equals the sum of 
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( ) / (2 )i iiS M     and ( ) / (2 ),i iiS M     where ( )fS   denotes the spectral density of f. 
Since , ,g i  and , ,r i  are equal to , ,g i  and , , ,r i  respectively, they will hereafter be denoted 
by ,g i  and , ,r i  respectively. 
The mean phonon number is ,( ) ( ).i i m
m
n t mP t  We are interested in steady state [viz., at 
large enough t, where , ( )i mP t  all vanish, and ( )ixS   is definable]. By using Eq. (1), we find that 
the mean phonon number in steady state ( ),in  which is shortened to ‘mean phonon number’ in 
this paper, reads , , , ,( 4 ) / ( 8 ).th i r i g i g in          This expression indicates that   must be kept 
well above the critical value ,max(8 )cr g ii   – otherwise, the mechanical modes disappear, and 
the particle escapes from the trap. Such a destruction of the mechanical modes is to some extent 
similar to the destruction of the Higgs mode [28] in the magnetically ordered phase of the 
quantum rotor model in low dimensions. Unlike the celebrated renormalization effects in 
conventional optomechanics [25-27], the renormalization effect here is wideband, in the sense 
that it affects the susceptibility of ix  in the frequency range from zero to i . Therefore,   must 
be kept well above cr  even in the presence of feedback cooling, which is narrow-band. It is 
noteworthy that the same argument applies to any other system employing electromagnetically 
levitated particles (e.g. the resonator-based systems proposed in [8-11]). 
Interestingly, cr  is insensitive to LP  and the radius of the particle (R). The critical 
ambient pressure ,am crP  corresponding to cr  is (almost) insensitive to ,LP  but is proportional to 
R. As is usually the case in experiments [12-15], we assume that the beam trapping the particle 
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illuminates it for photodetection as well – otherwise [16], the contribution of the illuminating 
beam to cr  and ,r i   must be taken into account. 
IV. FEEDBACK COOLING 
The idea of feedback cooling is to measure ,r  and generate a cooling force whose i 
component is , .i fb i iF M x     We will see that in some realizations of feedback cooling, iF  is 
accompanied by unwanted force components (UFC) of the same order of magnitude as ,iF  
which disable feedback cooling if certain conditions are not met. 
The other nonideality in feedback cooling comes from inherent uncertainty in the 
emission of photons by the laser illuminating (and trapping) the particle. The photodetector 
intended to measure ix  generates a photocurrent iI  whose spectral density, apart from an 
unimportant coefficient, can be written as ( ) ( ),
i ix n
S S   where we have approximated 
 ( ) ( )i ix t x t    by its real part, and assumed that the detection bandwidth is large in comparison 
with .i  The unwanted ( ),inS   which we derive in Appendix D, is a constant function of .  
Also, it is proportional to 2 ,/eff eff id a  for i=3, and to 2 2,( / )eff eff id a  for i=1,2, where effd  and ,eff ia  
are parameters we name the ‘effective distance’ and ‘effective area’ of the photodetectors, and 
the ratio 2 ,/eff eff id a  cannot be made smaller than a lower bound. It is noteworthy that var( )in  may 
be much larger than var( ),ix  but the variance of in  as seen by the particle is much smaller than 
var( )ix  unless the mechanical mode is cooled to near its ground state. 
When F  is an optical force, the mean power ( )iP  of the light intended to generate iF  is 
much smaller than ,LP  and is therefore accompanied by a negligible recoil force fluctuations. 
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Also, the fluctuations i iP P  are mainly due to fluctuations in the electric current applied to the 
laser. More precisely, ( ),
iP
S   apart from a coefficient, reads ( ) ( ).
i ix n
S S   The gradient force 
fluctuations due to in  lead to a rate ,g i  similar to , ,g i  and can destroy the mechanical modes if 
,fb i  is not kept well below a critical value , , .fb cr i  The radiation pressure fluctuations due to in  
lead to a rate ,r i  similar to , .r i  Assuming that cr   and , , , ,fb i fb cr i     the mean 
phonon number reads 
, , , ,( ) / .i th i r i r i fb in n             (2) 
We will derive , ,fb cr i  and ,r i  in different realizations of feedback cooling. When F
  is a 
Coulomb force, the fluctuations accompanying iF  lead to a rate ,c i  (in place of , ),r i  but ,g i  is 
zero (viz., , ,fb cr i  approaches infinity). 
A. Feedback cooling by radiation pressure 
In this realization, the components of F  are generated by three lasers distinct from the 
laser trapping (and illuminating) the particle [12]. The laser responsible for generating jF  creates 
a beam with the optical power , ( ) / ,j fb j j j jjP M x n B      and exerts a radiation pressure 
,ˆ( )j n jj F    and a gradient force ,ˆ( )ji n jii g g   (for all i) on the particle, where , ,n j  ,jig  and 
,n jig  read , ,fb j jM n    ,( / ) ,ji jj fb j j iA B M x x    and ,( / ) ,ji jj fb j j iA B M n x    respectively. The 
coefficients jjB  and jiA  are defined for the cooling beam j in the same way as B  and iA  were 
defined for the trapping beam. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the three cooling beams 
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have identical wavelength, and identical beam radius so that 2jjB  and 2 2 2/ji jj
i
a A B     be 
independent of j. 
In this realization of feedback cooling, UFC is the component ,jig  and is of no 
consequence if 2 2j i j i      is met, where , / 2fb ii    is the linewidth of ( ).ixS   The 
rate ,r i  comes from , ,n i  and reads 2 , / (2 ),i fb i inM S    where ( )inS   has been approximated 
by 2 .
in
S  The rate ,g i  comes from , ,n ji
j
g   and reads 2 2 , / 4.ji fb j
j
jn
a S   To avoid the 
destruction of the mechanical modes, ,8 g i  (for all i) must be kept well below ,  or, 
equivalently, 2 ,fb i  must be kept well below 2 2, , / (2 ).fb cr i ina S     
One may filter the current jI  (or jI ) in a way that the information about jx  remains 
intact while jn  (or )jn  converts into fluctuations with a spectral density localized around .j  
In such a case, ,g i  becomes zero (viz., , ,fb cr i  approaches infinity), but ,r i  remains intact. 
The mean phonon number ( )in  in Eq. (2) is minimized when ,fb i  is equal to 
, , , ,( )2 / ( ),fb opt i th i r i i inn M S     which is usually larger than , , .fb cr i  The resulting mean 
phonon number min,( )in  is a decreasing function of LP  and R. When increasing LP  and R, it 
should be noted that the surface temperature of the particle (Ts) must be kept below the melting 
point. 
B. Feedback cooling by gradient force 
In this realization, the laser trapping (and illuminating) the particle cools its motion as 
well [14-16]. Since the gradient force is linear in ,ix  the current iI  must be multiplied by the 
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current iI  before being applied to the laser. Strictly speaking, the resulting cooling force 
component 2ˆ ˆ( )ii i i iig i x x    is not of the form ,ˆ .fb i iiM x    However, we write i  as 2, / ,fb i iM x  
and approximate iig  by , ,fb i iM x    where, in general, 2ix  must be calculated self-consistently. 
The cooling force component jjg  is accompanied by a gradient force ˆ jiig  (for ),i j  a 
gradient force ,ˆ n jiig  (for all i), and a radiation pressure 3 , 3ˆ( ),j n jz     where ,jig  , ,n jig  3 ,j  and 
, 3n j  read ( / ) ,i j j j j iA A x x x   ( / ) ( ) ,i j j j j j j iA A x n x n x    ( / ) ,j j j jB A x x   and 
( / ) ( ),j j j j j jB A x n x n    respectively, and we have ignored .j jn n  We define /ji i ja A A  and 
/ .j jb B A  
In this realization of feedback cooling, UFC are the components jig  (for )i j  and 3 ,j  
which are of no consequence if j i j i     and 3 32 2j j     are met, where 
, / 2fb ii    is the linewidth of ( ).ixS   The rates ,1r  and ,2r  are negligible. The rate ,3r  
comes from , 3,n j
j
   and reads 2 2 23 , / (2 ),j fb j j
j
jn
M b S x    where ( )j j j jn x n xS    has been 
approximated by 2 2 .j jnx S  The rate ,g i  comes from , ,n ji
j
g   and is found to be 
2 2 2
, / (4 ).ji fb j j
j
jn
a S x  To avoid the destruction of the mechanical modes, ,8 g i  (for all i) must be 
kept well below .  
One may filter the current jI  (or j jI I ) in a way that the information about jx  remains 
intact while jn  (or )j j j jx n x n   converts into fluctuations with a spectral density localized 
around j  (or 2 ).j   In such a case, ,3r  becomes zero. Also, ,g i  decreases and becomes 
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equal to 2 2, / (4 ).fb i iinS x  As a result, the requirement ,8 g i    becomes equivalent to a 
requirement 3 3, , , .fb i fb cr i   The critical value 3 , ,fb cr i  is found to be , ,( ) / (2 ),th i r i i inn M S    
where we have replaced 2ix  by / ( ).i in M  
C. Feedback cooling by Coulomb force 
In this realization, the particle has a net electric charge, and the cooling force components 
are generated by three capacitors [13]. As a result, UFC is negligible. Also, ,g i  is zero, or, 
equivalently, , ,fb cr i  approaches infinity. However, a rate ,c i  (in place of , )r i  comes from the 
measurement-induced Coulomb force fluctuations ,ˆ ,fb i iiM n    and reads 2 , / (2 ).i fb i inM S    
Therefore, in  in Eq. (2) is minimized when ,fb i  is equal to an optimum value , , .fb opt i  The 
expressions of , ,fb opt i  and the resulting min,in  are the same as the expressions given above for 
feedback cooling by radiation pressure. 
V. EXAMPLES AND CONCLUSION 
We assume that the wavelength and mean power of the laser trapping and illuminating 
the particle are 0 =1064 nm and LP =100 mW. The numerical aperture of the lens preceded by 
the laser is 0.8. The particle is of fused silica (with relative permittivity 2.1+j10-5) and of radius 
R=70 nm. These are the same parameters as in [14]. 
The calculated 1  (and 2 )  and 3  are 2π×367 KHz and 2π×208 KHz, respectively. 
Due to UFC, 1  and 2  must not be exactly equal (viz., the lens must not be exactly 
symmetrical) in the second realization of feedback cooling (viz., feedback cooling by gradient 
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force). The calculated cr  and ,am crP  are 2π×791 nHz and 7×10-10 mbar, respectively. This is in 
agreement with the ambient pressures reported in [15]. The calculated Ts and T are 1467 K and 
697 K, respectively, when ,10 .am am crP P  For a larger particle with R=180 nm, 1  (and 2 ),  
3,  and cr  remain unchanged, but , ,am crP  Ts, and T become 2×10-9 mbar, 1857 K (at 
,10 ),am am crP P  and 866 K (at ,10 ),am am crP P  respectively. 
We assume that the photodetector effective areas ,1effa  and ,3effa  are equal to their 
maximum allowable values, viz., 0 / (45 )effd   and 0 / (5 ),effd   respectively (see Appendix 
D). Also, their effective distance ( )effd  is equal to its minimum allowable value, viz., 010 .  We 
first investigate feedback cooling by radiation pressure. We assume that the wavelength of the 
lasers and the numerical aperture of the lenses employed to generate the cooling beams are 532 
nm and 0.8. For R=70 nm and amP =7×10-9 mbar, the calculated 2 , ,1fb cr  and 2 , ,3fb cr  are (2π×0.5 
Hz)2 and (2π×13 Hz)2, respectively. The calculated mean phonon numbers are 1n =2×103 and 3n
=1×102 when 2 2, , ,0.1 .fb i fb cr i    The mean phonon numbers can be reduced to 1n =3×102 and 3n
=12 by filtering the electric currents, and increasing ,1fb  and ,3fb  to , ,1fb opt =2π×2 Hz and 
, ,3fb opt =2π×94 Hz, respectively. For R=180 nm and amP =2×10-8 mbar, even if we increase effd  
to 100 0,  and even if we do not filter the electric currents, the mean phonon number 3n  is as 
small as 16 when 2 2,3 , ,30.1 ,fb fb cr    where 2 , ,3fb cr  is now (2π×1.2 KHz)2. Our numerical results 
suggest that feedback cooling by radiation pressure is able to cool the z component of the 
particle’s motion to near its ground state. However, it requires effd  to be very small (viz., as 
small as 010 - 0100 ).  The z component has an advantage over the other two components in that 
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the axis of the beam illuminating (and trapping) the particle is the z axis, and therefore, 3nS  is 
much smaller than 1nS  and 2 .nS  
Feedback cooling by Coulomb force is similar to feedback cooling by radiation pressure 
except that , ,fb cr i  approaches infinity for the former. In other words, one can always set 
, , ,fb i fb opt i    in feedback cooling by Coulomb force without filtering the electric currents. 
We finally investigate feedback cooling by gradient force. We only consider the 
favorable case where R=180 nm, amP =2×10-8 mbar, 010 ,effd   and the electric currents are 
filtered. The calculated 3 , ,1fb cr  and 3 , ,3fb cr  are (2π×58 mHz)3 and (2π×741 Hz)3, respectively. The 
calculated mean phonon numbers are 1n =1.5×104 and 3n =2×103 when 3 3, , ,0.1 .fb i fb cr i    Our 
numerical results suggest that feedback cooling by gradient force is unable to cool any 
component of the particle’s motion to near its ground state. 
APPENDIX A: CLASSICAL EM FORCE 
The electric field of the Gaussian beam trapping the particle (and illuminating it for 
photodetection) reads 
2 2
3 0
0
2 22 2 0 1 21 2 0 3 3 02 2 2 2 20 0 0 3 0 3 0 3
( )      arctan( / )(1 / ) 2 (1 / )
1 /
ˆ ˆRe( ) Re[ ]L inc
k X XX X ik X i i X z
i t i t w X z X z XE
X z
E x E xe e e 
      

  , 
            (A1) 
where 1 2 3( , , )X X X  is the position of the observation point with respect to the focal point of the 
lens employed to generate the Gaussian beam, 20 02 / ( )z k NA  is the Rayleigh range, 
0 02 / ( )w k NA  is the minimum beam radius, NA denotes the numerical aperture of the lens, 
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0 0 02 / /k c     is the wavenumber, and c denotes the speed of light in free space [29]. The 
power carried by the Gaussian beam can be written as 2 20 0 0/ (4 )LP w E  , where 0  is the 
impedance of free space. 
The dipole approximation assumes that the EM fields radiated by the particle, whose size 
is small in comparison with 0 , are almost equal to the EM fields radiated by a point-like dipole 
in free space [30,31]. By applying the dipole approximation to the Maxwell stress tensor [32], 
the classical EM force exerted by the Gaussian beam on the particle is simplified to 
0.5Re( )inc incF E E  
 , where   denotes the polarizability of the particle, incE  is given by Eq. 
(A1), and incE  and incE  are both evaluated at the position of the particle center [24]. The 
classical EM force can be rewritten as F g    , where 20.25 ( )R incg E   and 
0.5 Im[ ( )]I inc incE E     are the so-called gradient force and radiation pressure, respectively, 
and R  and I  denote the real and imaginary parts of  . Assuming that the particle is a sphere 
of radius R and relative permittivity  , its polarizability reads 30 0 0 0/ [1 / (6 )]ik     , where 
0  denotes 304 ( 1) / ( 2)R     [30,31]. If the particle has low loss [viz., when 
Im( ) Re( )  ], R  and I  can be approximated by 304 aR  and 2 3 60 08 / 3a k R , respectively, 
where a  denotes ( 1) / ( 2)R R   , and R  denotes Re( ) . It is noteworthy that g  can also be 
derived by applying the dipole approximation to the method of virtual work rather than to the 
Maxwell stress tensor [33]. 
Since the particle is around the focal point of the lens (viz., 0| |r   ), the calculated g  
can be approximated by a spring force 1 1 2 2 3 3( , , )K x K x K x , where 1 2 3( , , )r x x x  is the position 
of the particle center. The stiffness vector 1 2 3( , , )K K K  can be written as 1 2 3( , , ) LA A A P , where 
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3A  and 1 2A A  are found to be 6 4 30 / (2 )aNA k R c  and 4 4 30 /aNA k R c , respectively. Since the 
Gaussian beam in Eq. (A1) is symmetrical, 1A  and 2A  are equal. However, as is discussed in the 
main text, what we name UFC disables one realization of feedback cooling (viz., feedback 
cooling by gradient force) if the oscillation frequencies /i iK M   and /j jK M   (for 
any j i ) are equal. Therefore, the trapping beam must not be exactly symmetrical in that 
realization of feedback cooling. 
Around the focal point of the lens, the calculated 3  is almost insensitive to r , and can 
be written as LBP , where B  is found to be 2 2 2 6 604 (1 0.5 ) / (3 )a NA NA k R c . The components 1  
and 2  can be approximated by 1 1x  and 2 2x , respectively, where 1  and 2  are positive. Since 
1  and 2  are much smaller than 1K  and 2K , we ignore 1  and 2 . 
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF SPECTRAL DENSITY OF EM FORCE 
FLUCTUATIONS 
We use the same notation as in Appendix A. Insofar as the gradient force is concerned, 
the presence of the particle slightly changes the EM energy stored around the focal point of the 
lens, but does not change the number of the photons passing through the focal plane of the lens. 
Therefore, the quantum operator corresponding to ig  reads i L iA P x , where 1 2 3( , , )r x x x  now 
denotes the operator corresponding to the position of the particle center, and LP  now denotes the 
operator corresponding to the optical power carried by the Gaussian beam (and passing through 
the focal plane of the lens). The Hamiltonian 2 / 2g i L iiH A P x  commutes with LP . 
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The relation 3 LBP   derived in Appendix A must now be rewritten as 3 LBP  , where 
 O O   denotes the expectation value of O. One might infer from 3 LBP   that the operator 
corresponding to 3  reads LBP . Such an inference is incorrect. Here, we rigorously derive the 
spectral density of 3  (see [18] for the definition of spectral density). The approach we adopt 
yields not only the spectral density of 3 , but also the expectation value of 3  (viz., 3 LBP  , 
which was derived in Appendix A) as well as the spectral densities of the components of the 
recoil force ( ), whose expectation value is zero (viz.,   0   ). The results to be derived here 
are applicable not only to the laser light trapping the particle (and illuminating it for 
photodetection), but also to the laser light cooling the particle’s motion (in the realizations of 
feedback cooling which employ laser light to cool the particle’s motion). 
Assuming that the number of the photons emitted by the laser in any time interval of 
length   has a Poisson distribution with the expectation value 0/ ( )LP   , and that the emission 
times are independent of each other, the spectral density of LP  is the constant function 
0( )LP LS P   . It is noteworthy that the mean laser power ( cP ) used to cool the particle’s 
motion (in the realizations of feedback cooling which employ laser light to cool the particle’s 
motion) is much smaller than LP . Also, unlike the fluctuations L LP P , which are mainly due to 
inherent uncertainty in the emission of photons by the laser, the fluctuations c cP P  are mainly 
due to fluctuations in the electric current applied to the laser. 
We now derive the spectral density of 3  for the laser light trapping the particle (and 
illuminating it for photodetection). The radiation pressure 3zˆ  comes from the initial linear 
momentum of the photons interacting with the particle. The photons interacting with the particle 
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are either scattered or absorbed by the particle. We write 3  as the sum of 
1
( )
N
z m
m
k t t

  and 
1
( )
N
z m
m
k t t

 , where zk  is the initial linear momentum of the photons interacting with the 
particle, the observable N   (or N  ) is the number of the photons scattered (or absorbed) by the 
particle in the time interval (0, )T  , and the observables 1 2, ,..., Nt t t     (or 1 2, ,..., Nt t t    ) are the 
times at which the photons are scattered (or absorbed). Since the particle is around the focal 
point of the lens (viz.,   0| |r    ), Eq. (A1) indicates that zk  is equal to 
2
0 0 01/ (1 0.5 )k z k NA   . Since the number of the photons emitted by the laser in any time 
interval of length   has a Poisson distribution with the expectation value 0/ ( )LP   , and since 
the emission times are independent of each other, we can say that: (i) N   and N  , which are 
independent of each other, have Poisson distributions with the expectation values 0/ ( )sPT   
and 0/ ( )aP T  , respectively, where  s sP P   and  a aP P   are the mean optical powers 
scattered and absorbed by the particle, respectively, (ii) for a given N  , the observables mt  and 
nt  (for n m ) are independent of each other, (iii) for a given N  , the observables mt  and nt  
(for n m ) are independent of each other, (iv) for a given N   and N  , the observables mt  and 
nt  are independent of each other, and (v) for a given N   and N  , the observables mt  and mt  
each have a uniform distribution over the interval (0, )T . Therefore, the expectation value of 
3 3( ) ( )t t    can be written as 
   3 3 3 3( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) | ,t t t t N N                 
2 2 2 2 2
2
0 0 0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T T T
z z
dt dt dk N t t t t k N N t t t
T T
                                      
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2 2 2 2 2
2
0 0 0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T T T
z z
dt dt dk N t t t t k N N t t t
T T
                                      
2 2 2 2
2 2
0 0 0 0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T T T T
z z
dt dt dt dtk N N t t t t k N N t t t t
T T
                                       
2 2  2 2 2  2 2 2
2 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 0 0
( ) ( )z s z s z a z a z s a z a sk P k P k P k P k P P k P P             
   
2 2 2
2
0 0
( ) ( )( )z s a z s ak P P k P P  
  .        (B1) 
The square root of the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (B1) is the expectation value of 
3 . Moreover, the Fourier transform of the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (B1) with 
respect to   is the spectral density of 3 . 
We now derive sP  and aP . Under the dipole approximation, the electric field radiated by 
the particle ( rE
 ) is equal to the electric field radiated by a point-like dipole with the electric 
dipole moment 0ˆ Re[ ( )]i t incx e E r   , where   denotes the polarizability of the particle, which 
was given in Appendix A, and ( )incE r  is the function given by Eq. (A1) and evaluated at 
1 2 3( , , )r x x x  [30,31]. Since the particle is around the focal point of the lens (viz.,   0| |r    ), 
its dipole moment can be approximated by 0 30ˆ Re[ ]zi t ik xx e E e  , where zk  reads 0 01/k z . For a 
given r , r rE H   
   in the far-field is found to be 2 2 6 2 3 2 20 0ˆsin ( ) / (32 )LNA k P r r      , where 
†
0 0E E     has been replaced by 20 04 / ( )LP w  , and ( , , )r      denotes the position of the 
observation point with respect to the particle center in the spherical coordinate system whose 
zenith direction is parallel to the x axis. Therefore, sP , which is equal to the flux of r rE H   
   
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over any closed surface enclosing the particle, reads 2 2 6 2 20 0/ (12 )LNA k P   . Also, aP  is equal 
to †0 0 0( / 2)I sE E P      , where I  denotes the imaginary part of  . Therefore, if the particle 
has low loss [viz., when I R  ], sP  and aP  can be approximated by 2 2 6 604 / 3La NA k R P  and 
2 3 3 2
06 / ( 2)I L RNA k R P   , respectively, where R Ii   is the relative permittivity of the particle, 
and a  denotes ( 1) / ( 2)R R   . In such a case, aP  is much smaller than sP , and can be ignored. 
Interestingly, the square root of the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (B1) is in 
agreement with 2 2 2 6 63 04 (1 0.5 ) / (3 )L LBP a NA NA k R P c    , which was derived in Appendix A 
by applying the dipole approximation to the Maxwell stress tensor. Moreover, the spectral 
density of 3  [viz., the Fourier transform of the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (B1) with 
respect to  ], can be written as 2 ( )
LP
B S  , where 0( )LP LS P    is the spectral density of LP , 
and B  is equal to 2 3 302 (1 0.5 ) / ( 3 )a NA NAk R c . The expectation value and spectral density of 
3  are independent of the position of the particle in that the phase 3zk x  in the expression of the 
dipole moment does not appear in r rE H
  . However, it is noteworthy that the phase 3zk x  will be 
important in deriving the spectral density of the measurement noise in Appendix D. 
The coefficients B  and B , which we derived above for the laser light trapping the 
particle (and illuminating it for photodetection), are not equal. However, this is not the case for 
the laser light cooling the particle’s motion (in the realizations of feedback cooling which 
employ laser light to cool the particle’s motion). The reason is that, unlike the fluctuations 
L LP P , which are mainly due to inherent uncertainty in the emission of photons by the laser, the 
fluctuations c cP P  in the laser power used to cool the particle’s motion are mainly due to 
fluctuations c cI I  in the electric current applied to the laser (it is noteworthy that c cI I  is the 
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sum of the signal needed for feedback cooling and the measurement noise). In the case of cP , the 
first term on the right hand side of Eq. (B1) can be ignored while the second must be modified. 
To modify the second term, we assume that: (i) the proportionality constant between 2cP  and 
 2
cI  is equal to the proportionality constant between ( )cPR   and ( )cIR  , where ( )OR   denotes 
 2[ ( ) ( )]O t O t O   , (ii) ( )
cP
R   is real, and (iii) the joint probability density function of mt  and 
nt  (for a given N  , and for n m ) over the interval (0, )T  is equal to 
 2  21 / [ ( )]
cc P m n
T P R t t   , where  2
0
1 / [ (1 / ) ( ) ]
c
T
c PP T R d     is a normalizing constant. 
It is noteworthy that the joint probability density function which led to the second term on the 
right hand side of Eq. (B1) was  21 / T . Under the three assumptions made above, the 
proportionality constant between 23,c  and 2cP  is equal to the proportionality constant between 
3, ( )cR   and ( )cPR  . Moreover, the proportionality constant, which is similar to the expression 
of B, reads 2 2 2 6 60,4 (1 0.5 ) / (3 )c c ca NA NA k R c , where the subscript ‘c’ for NA and 0k  emphasizes 
that the Gaussian beam cooling the particle’s motion is not necessarily the same as the Gaussian 
beam trapping the particle (and illuminating it for photodetection). 
We now derive the spectral densities of the components of the recoil force ( ) for the 
laser light trapping the particle (and illuminating it for photodetection). The recoil force comes 
from the final linear momentum of the photons scattered by the particle. Unlike the gradient 
force ( g ) and radiation pressure ( 3 ), the expectation value of the recoil force ( ) is zero. The 
spectral densities of the components of   are given in [15], but our derivation, which is along 
the lines of Eq. (B1), allows us to make some important points. We write ( )i t  as 
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,
1
( )
N
m i m
m
k t t

    , where the observable N   is the number of the photons scattered by the 
particle in the time interval (0, )T  , the observables 1 2, ,..., Nt t t     are the times at which the 
photons are scattered, and the observable ,m ik  is the ith component of the final wave vector ( mk
 ) 
of the mth photon scattered by the particle. One can write ,1mk
 , ,2mk
 , and ,3mk
  as 0 cos( )mk  , 
0 sin( )cos( )m mk    , and 0 sin( )sin( )m mk    , respectively, where the observables m  and m  are 
the zenith and azimuth angles of mk
  in a spherical coordinate system whose zenith direction is 
parallel to the x axis. The observable ,m ik  is independent of nt  (for all n), and is independent of 
,n ik  (for n m ). The observable N   has a Poisson distribution with the expectation value 
0/ ( )sPT  . Also, for a given N  , the observables mt  and nt  (for n m ) are independent of 
each other, and have uniform distributions over the interval (0, )T . Therefore, the expectation 
value of ( ) ( )i it t    can be written as 
   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) |i i i it t t t N                
2 2 2 2 2
, , 2
0 0 0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T T T
m i m i
dt dt dk N t t t t k N N t t t
T T
                                              
 
2 2  2
, ,
2
0 0
( )m i s m i sk P k P  
        .        (B2) 
Since ,m ik     is zero, the second term on the right side of Eq. (B2) is zero, and therefore, the 
expectation value of i  is zero. To calculate the spectral density of i  [viz., the Fourier 
transform of the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (B2) with respect to  ], 2,m ik    must be 
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found. The spatial variation 2sin ( )  of r rE H   
  , which was given below Eq. (B1), means 
that the joint probably density function of m  and m  in the expression of mk
  reads 
33sin ( ) / (8 )m  , and, as a result, 2,m ik    is equal to 20 / 5k  for i=1, and to 202 / 5k  for i=2,3. 
Therefore, the spectral density of i  reads 2 0i LC P , where iC  is equal to 3 302 / ( 15 )aNAk R c  
for i=1, and to 3 302 2 / ( 15 )aNAk R c  for i=2,3. 
Since the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (B2) is independent of  , it might 
seem that the fact , 0m ik      is always unimportant in deriving the spectral density of i . 
However, in the case of the laser light cooling the particle’s motion (in the realizations of 
feedback cooling which employ laser light to cool the particle’s motion), the modified form of 
the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (B2) is not independent of  , but the fact 
, 0m ik      ensures that it does not contribute to the spectral density of the recoil force. 
APPENDIX C: THERMAL DAMPING FORCE AND THERMAL RANDOM FORCE 
We first derive the surface temperature of the particle ( sT ). Since the particle is very 
small and around the focal point of the lens (viz.,   0 and | |R r    ), and is of rather high 
thermal conductivity, its surface temperature ( sT ) is almost uniform, and is the solution to 
. . . .a c c r cP P P  , where aP  denotes the mean optical power absorbed by the particle, . .c cP  denotes 
the rate of heat conduction by the gas, and . .r cP  denotes thermal radiation. The expression of aP , 
which was derived in Appendix B, reads 2 3 3 206 / ( 2)I L RNA k R P   . The rate of heat conduction 
by the gas ( . .c cP ) reads ( 1) ( )8( 1)
a am im
acc P s am
a am
P v a T T
T
 
  , where acc  and 
24Pa R  is the thermal 
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accommodation coefficient and surface area of the particle, respectively, a , amP , amT  denote the 
heat capacity ratio, ambient pressure, and ambient temperature of the gas, respectively, and 
8 / ( )im B amv k T m  is the mean velocity of the gas molecules impinging on the particle (m 
denotes the mass of the gas molecules) [34,35]. The rate of thermal radiation ( . .r cP ) reads 
4 4
0 ( )P s ama T T  , where 0  denotes the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and we have assumed that the 
emissivity of the particle is unity. 
The gas molecules surrounding the particle exert a damping force M v   on the particle, 
where M  and v  denote the mass and velocity of the particle, respectively. The intrinsic 
damping rate ( ) is not given by Stokes’ law, and is derived by using the kinetic theory of gases. 
According to Epstein’s seminal paper [17], the intrinsic damping rate ( ) for the motion of a 
spherical particle of radius R in a rarefied gas can be written as the sum of / (3 )im a im Pv a M  , 
which is the contribution of the gas molecules impinging on the particle, and 
/ (24 )em a em Pv a M  , which is the contribution of the gas molecules emerging from the 
particle, where / ( )a a am B amm P k T   is the gas density, and 8 / ( )em B emv k T m  is the mean 
velocity of the gas molecules emerging from the particle in terms of their temperature ( emT ). 
Epstein’s formula is applicable whenever the temperature emT  is definable. The temperature emT  
can be written as ( )am acc s amT T T   [34,35]. 
Epstein’s formula shows that the thermal damping force is almost insensitive to LP  (viz., 
the mean laser power used to trap the particle and illuminate it for photodetection), and is almost 
proportional to amP  (viz., the ambient pressure) and Pa  (viz., the surface area of the particle). 
Equivalently,   (viz., the intrinsic damping rate) is almost insensitive to LP , and is almost 
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proportional to amP  and 1/R. We say ‘almost’ because the temperature emT  depends on the 
surface temperature of the particle ( sT ), and therefore on LP , amP , and R. 
The gas molecules also exert a random force 1 2 3( , , )f f f , which is random even if the 
position and velocity of the particle are known. When emT  is equal to amT , the spectral density of 
if  can be derived by using the Caldeira-Leggett model, and can be written as a function 
( ; , )amG T   of amT  and   [19]. The function ( ; , )amG T   can be rewritten as the sum of 
( ; , )am imG T   and ( ; , )am emG T  . When emT  is not equal to amT , the spectral density can be 
written as the sum of ( ; , )am imG T   and ( ; , )em emG T  , and be simplified to ( ; , )G T  , where T 
is equal to ( ) /im am em emT T    [21]. The temperature T is what appears in the expressions of 
,th in  and in  (for all i) in the main text. 
APPENDIX D: DERIVATION OF SPECTRAL DENSITY OF MEASUREMENT NOISE 
As is usually the case in experiments [12-15], we assume that the Gaussian beam 
trapping the particle illuminates it for photodetection as well. We use the same notations as in 
Appendix A and Appendix B. The measurement of the position of the particle center is carried 
out by the measurement of the EM field intensity [12-15]. The electric field is the sum of the 
incident electric field ( LE
 ) given by Eq. (A1) and the electric field radiated by the particle ( rE
 ). 
Under the dipole approximation, rE
  is equal to the electric field radiated by a point-like dipole 
with the electric dipole moment 0ˆ Re[ ( )]i t incx e E r   , where   denotes the polarizability of the 
particle, and ( )incE r  is the function given by Eq. (A1) and evaluated at the particle center ( r ) 
[30,31]. Since the particle is around the focal point of the lens (viz.,   0| |r    ), its dipole 
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moment can be approximated by 0 30ˆ Re[ ]zi t ik xx e E e  , where r  has been written as 1 2 3( , , )x x x , 
and zk  reads 0 01/k z . It is noteworthy that the phase 3zk x  in the expression of the dipole 
moment was not important in deriving the expectation value of 3  and the spectral densities of 
3  and i , but it is now important in deriving 3nS  (which is defined in the main text). 
At an observation point ( , , )X Y Z  far enough from the particle and close enough to the 
axis of the beam [viz., 010Z   and 2 2 0, / (20 )X Y Z  ], the sum of LE
  and rE
  can be 
written as 
 0 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 30 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 0ˆ Re ( ) [ / / / / ( )]i tdE x e i E z Z ak R Xx Z ak R Yx Z ak R x z Z     ,  (D1) 
where a and R denote ( 1) / ( 2)R R    and the radius of the particle, respectively, and 0z  
denotes the Rayleigh range of the Gaussian beam. It is emphasized that ( , , )X Y Z  and 
1 2 3( , , )r x x x  have been defined with respect to the focal point of the lens employed to generate 
the Gaussian beam illuminating (and trapping) the particle. In fact, Eq. (D1) is the electric field 
calculated within the dipole approximation, the far-field approximation, the paraxial 
approximation, and the assumption that the particle is around the focal point of the lens. The 
electric field operator at ( , , )X Y Z  is also given by Eq. (D1) if 1 2 3( , , )r x x x  and 0E  are 
interpreted as operators. The operator corresponding to the optical power carried by the Gaussian 
beam can be written as 2 †0 0 0 0/ (4 )LP w E E   in terms of the operator 0E , where 0w  denotes the 
minimum beam radius of the Gaussian beam, and 0  denotes the impedance of free space. 
The spectral density of the photocurrent ( iI ) generated by a small enough photodetector 
centered at ( , , )i i iX Y Z  can be written as the sum of ( )iMS   and ( )NiS  , where ( )iNS  , which is 
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independent of   over the detection bandwidth, reads 2 †i d di iq E E     , and ( )iMS   is equal to 
the Fourier transform of 
2 2 † † 2 2 † †( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )M i d d d d i d d d di i i i i i i i iR q E t E t E t E t q E E E E                   (D2) 
with respect to   [36]. The role of the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (D2) is to 
eliminate the  -independent part of the first term. The coefficient q denotes the elementary 
charge, and the coefficient i  reads 0 0/ (2 )dia    in terms of the area of the photodetector ( dia
). We have assumed that the detection efficiency is unity, and the detection bandwidth is large in 
comparison with i . The subscript i emphasizes that the photodetector is intended to measure ix
. We can interpret the fluctuations i iI I  as an incoherent sum of the signal iM  and the 
measurement noise iN . We write i iI I  as i iM N . 
Given Eq. (D1) and the fact that  | |r   is much smaller than 0 , ( )iNS  , which is 
independent of  , is found to be 2 † 20 0 0( / )i iq E E z Z     . We now derive ( )iMS   for each i. 
The photodetector intended to measure 3x  is centered at (0,0, )Z , which allows us to 
ignore any signature of 1x  and 2x  in 3M . Ignoring 2 3 4 2 40 0 3 3 3 3( / ( )) ( ) ( ) ( )ak R z Z x t x t x t x     , 
we find that 3 ( )MS   can be written as 3 3 ( )xS  , where the coefficient 3  reads 
2 3 2 2 †2 2
3 0 0 0(2 / )qak R Z E E     . Therefore, 3nS , defined in the main text, is found to be 
2 2 2
0 0 0
3 2 4 6
03 3 3
/ 8 L dn N
w z ZS S
a k R P a
    .        (D3) 
The expression of 3nS  indicates that it is advantageous to increase 3da , but the condition of the 
paraxial approximation must not be violated. The maximum allowable value of 3da  is around 
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0 / (5 )Z   at a given Z . Assuming that 03 / (5 )da Z  , 3nS  is proportional to Z . It is 
emphasized that the far-field approximation requires Z  to be kept well above 0  (viz., 010Z 
). 
To measure 1x , the photocurrents 1 1 1 1I I M N    and 1 1 1 1I I M N       generated by 
two photodetectors centered at ( ,0, )X Z  and ( ,0, )X Z , respectively, are subtracted from each 
other [14]. Such a balanced detection allows us to ignore any signature of 3x  (and 2x ) in 1 1I I  . 
It should be noted that 1 1I I   cannot be written as 1 1 1 1 1 1( ) ( ) ( )I I M M N N       . In fact, 1M  
and 1M   are added coherently (viz., they are perfectly correlated) while 1N  and 1N   are added 
incoherently (viz., they are uncorrelated). Therefore, we write 1 1I I   as 
1 1 1 1 1 1( ) ( ) [ ( )]I I M M N N        . The spectral density of 1 1( )N N    is equal to 12 ( )NS   
while the spectral density of 1 1( )M M   can be written as 1 14 ( )xS  . Ignoring 
3 3 2 4 2 4
0 1 1 1 1( / ) ( ) ( ) ( )ak R X Z x t x t x t x     , we find that 1  reads 
3 3 3 2 †2 2
1 0 0 0 0(2 / )qak R z X Z E E     . Therefore, 1nS , defined in the main text, reads 
2 4
0 0
1 2 6 6 2
01 1 1
0.5 / 0.5 8 L dn N
w ZS S
a k R P X a
    .       (D4) 
The expression of 1nS  indicates that it is advantageous to increase 2 1dX a , but the condition of the 
paraxial approximation must not be violated. The maximum allowable value of 2 1dX a  is around 
2
0[ / (45 )]Z   at a given Z . It happens when 2 01 / (45 )dX a Z   . Assuming that 
2
01 / (45 )dX a Z   , 1nS  is proportional to 2Z . It is emphasized that the far-field 
approximation requires Z  to be kept well above 0  (viz., 010Z  ). 
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To measure 2x , the photocurrents generated by two photodetectors centered at (0, , )Y Z  
and (0, , )Y Z  are subtracted from each other. The term 2nS , defined in the main text, is derived 
in the same way as 1nS  was derived. It reads 
2 4
0 0
2 2 6 6 2
02 2 2
0.5 / 0.5 8 L dn N
w ZS S
a k R P Y a
    .       (D5) 
The maximum allowable value of 2 2dY a  is around 20[ / (45 )]Z   at a given Z . It happens when 
2
02 / (45 )dY a Z   . Assuming that 2 02 / (45 )dY a Z   , 2nS  is proportional to 2Z . 
It should be noted that we have approximated  ( ) ( )i ix t x t    by its real part when 
deriving ( )
iM
S  . In other words, we have approximated † †( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d d d di i i iE t E t E t E t       by 
† †( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d d d di i i iE t E t E t E t      , which is proportional to ( ) ( )d di iP t P t     , where diP  
denotes the optical power received by the photodetector. This approximation was necessary in 
deriving the relation ( ) ( )i ii xMS S   . 
Finally, it should be noted that in practice the photodetectors cannot be placed at a small 
distance of 010  from the particle, but rather at a distance of 6 70 010 10   from it. The effect of 
such a long distance on 
in
S  can be compensated to some extent by employing a collimating lens 
with a large enough numerical aperture to collect a large enough amount of light before directing 
the light to the photodetectors. The focal point of the collimating lens coincides with the focal 
point of the lens employed to generate the Gaussian beam illuminating (and trapping) the 
particle. Also, each photodetector is placed at the focal plane of a converging lens which 
compensates the Fourier transforming effect of the collimating lens. The results derived above all 
remain valid, but Z  no longer denotes the actual distance between the photodetector and the 
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focal point of the lens employed to generate the Gaussian beam illuminating (and trapping) the 
particle. Also, dia  no longer denotes the actual area of the photodetector. Rather, Z  is a 
parameter determined by the characteristics of the collimating lens, the converging lens, and 
other optical devices between them (viz., beam splitters and mirrors), hence the name ‘effective 
distance’ in the main text. The parameters Z  must still meet the condition 010Z  . Also, the 
maximum allowable values of the parameters 3da , 2 1dX a , and 2 2dY a  are still 0 / (5 )Z  , 
2
0[ / (45 )]Z  , and 20[ / (45 )]Z  , respectively. 
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